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Book publications
INTERACT III, SMF 4
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Images of Arctic Science

Photo competition
Categories:
Number of photographers: c. 100
Number of pictures: c. 800

Coffee table book
Editors: Carsten Egevang, Morten Rasch, Elmer Topp-Jørgensen
Authors: Morten Rasch and the photographers
Chapters: 9
Photos: 107
Pages: 182
“As scientists, we normally tell stories in words, figures and tables in scientific papers, in textbooks, at lectures and in popular science articles. However, many of us – if not all of us – have also experienced the Arctic through our cameras; both for more technical research related pictures and for pictures simply catching the beauty of our workplace and what surrounds it.”
Reducing the Environmental Impacts of Arctic Fieldwork

Status:
Published

Authors:
Laura Lønstrup Fendrup, Morten Rasch, Elmer Topp-Jørgensen, Marie Frost Arndal

Editors:
Morten Rasch, Elmer Topp-Jørgensen, Marie Frost Arndal

Pages: 45

Chapters:
1. Introduction and general principles
2. Transport
3. At the research station
4. In the field
5. After the fieldwork

Principles
Reduce Re-use Re-cycle

- Evaluation
  After field work
- Cargo
  How to minimise cargo weight, packaging etc.
- Field work
  How to minimise impact on local environment
- Travel
  How to minimise CO₂ footprint
- Station
  How to minimise impact at station: waste, waste water, food, cargo/import, pollution
Overall idea with all these handbooks/guidebooks:
Making INTERACT the place to seek information concerning fieldwork in the arctic and run of arctic and northern alpine research stations.

Already published:
- INTERACT Management Planning for Arctic and Northern Alpine Research Stations – Examples of good practices
- INTERACT Fieldwork Planning Handbook
- INTERACT Practical Fieldguide
- INTERACT Communication and Navigation Guidebook
- INTERACT Reducing the Environmental Impact of Arctic Fieldwork

Upcoming products:
- INTERACT Reducing the Environmental Impact of Arctic Research Stations. Status: Manuscript ready for review
- INTERACT Reducing the CO2 Emission from Arctic Science. Status: First draft ready for review
- INTERACT Arctic Safety Manual. Status: Writing group under establishment
REMEMBER THE BOOK LAUNCH THIS EVENING AT 20:30

- INTERACT Stories of Arctic Science II
- INTERACT Images of Arctic Science
- INTERACT Communication and Navigation Guidebook
- INTERACT Reducing the Environmental Impact of Arctic Fieldwork
Let’s INTERACT
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